Virtual International Leadership Conference

Congratulations to our qualifiers for the 2021 Virtual International Leadership Conference! We know that you will represent Arizona HOSA well and we are looking forward to seeing all the recognition that you receive!

If you are competing, make sure to check out the most recent VILC Competitive Events Webinar and practice for your competition! Important links for VILC can be found to the right of this article.

If you’re competing in an event with a skill component (e.g. Sports Medicine, Clinical Nursing, etc.) you will also want to make sure that you are familiar with the online platform that will be used to simulate the skills. You can find that information by clicking on your event after going to the “Competitive Event Modifications for VILC” link to the right.

We wish you the best of luck with your competitions!
HOSA Camp - 2021
Are you looking for a great way to engage with your peers? For a way to develop your leadership and to learn more about HOSA? Then HOSA Camp is the place for you! Join students from across Arizona as we develop skills for you to bring back to your chapters.

HOSA Camp is facilitated by the 2021-2022 State Officer Team and provides an opportunity for chapters to interact with the state leaders and to gain leadership skills from them. Registration opens in July and camp will take place in early September, 2021. Talk to your advisor about attending camp!

Summer Opportunities

Luv Michael launched a virtual volunteer program to inspire students to become advocates for autism acceptance. What began in NYC is now a global social movement. Our volunteers educate their peers, friends, and families about the issues facing autistic individuals.

CAAHEC has summer opportunities for students to develop skills and knowledge as health professionals. Learn more about four opportunities above!

Join Grand Canyon University for a fascinating, live broadcast to see how their state-of-the-art cadaver labs help differentiate GCU’s pre-health graduates and prepare them for a career in medical studies.

This webinar may include imagery of preserved human tissues that might not be suitable for all audiences. Viewer discretion is advised. Out of respect for the deceased donors, please do not record any portion of this webinar.